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ABSTRACT
One of the main requirements in service based applications is runtime adaptation to changes that occur in
business, user, environment, and computational contexts. Changes in contexts lead to QOS degrade.
Continues adaptation mechanism and strategies are required to stay service based applications(SBA) in
safe state. In this paper a framework for runtime adaptation in service based application isintroduced. It
checks user requirements change continuously and dynamically adopts architecture model. Also it checks
providers QOS attributes continuously and if adaptation requirement is triggered, runs service selection
adaptation strategy to satisfy user preferences. Thusit is a context aware and automatically adaptable
framework for SBA applications. Wehave implemented a fuzzy based system for web service selection unit.
Due to ambiguity of context’s data and cross-cutting effects of quality of services, using fuzzy would result
an optimised decision. Finally we illustrated that using of it has a good performance for web service based
applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
By applying service oriented technologies the WWW is transforming from information based to
service based environment thereby business goals are achieved by service coordination and
composition. Trend of using SOA technologies is growing because of its features such as looselycoupled communications, decreasing business/software requirements gap, being standard-based
and web-enabled, high reusability and supporting location and technology transparency[1, 2, 3].
In SOA paradigm business requirements transform to business services which are achieved by
software services (i.e. web services) in lower layers. Ideally the SBA must be adaptable to match
with the user expectations, requirements and preferences[4]. A web service which is represented
by a specific service provider may be suitable for one user but at the same time be unsuitable for
another user’s preferences. Service adaptation strategies such as reconfiguration, reselection, recomposition, renegotiation and sub-process substitution could be used to adapt the state of SBA
to new context and requirements.
In online environments, runtime adaptation is a main challenge. Recently several researchers have
proposed an approach in which system models, and in particular, software architectural models,
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are maintained at runtime and used as a basis for system reconfiguration and repair[5]. An
architectural model of a system is one in which the overall structure of a running system is
captured as a composition of coarse-grained interacting components [6]. In [7]an approach for
architecture based adaptation is proposed, but this architecture based adaptation isn’t suitable for
service based applications. The Chisel system [8] introduced a dynamic services adaptation
framework which decomposes the particular aspects of a service object into multiple possible
behaviours. Whenever the context information changes, the service object will be adapted to use
the different behaviours according to the adaptation policy. The Functionality Adaptation method
in [9]describes proxy-based context-aware adaptation of service code modules, by which the
functionality of a service is adapted based on the estimation of the resource usage required for the
execution.
In this paper we present a fuzzy-based adaptation architecture to realise reselection strategy.
Proposed architecture consider feature model as input and propose the most proper composite
service to run-time layer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow; in section 2 the overview of architecture and brief
description about each layer with the whole functionality process is described. In section 3 tools
for implementing this architecture are suggested. The evaluation results of implemented
framework based on available technologies and service sets are presented in section 4, and finally
section 5 comes with conclusions.

2. OVERVIEW OF APPROACH
We used layered architecture style to decrease the complexity of the problem and the result is a 4layerd architecture which is illustrated in figure1. These layers includes: 1) Tasks Layer 2)
ArchitectureLayer3) Services Layer 4)Runtime Layer which we are going to describe each one. In
the following the functionality and implementation of this layers will be described.

2.1. Tasks Layer
This layer is an interface between users and SBA. It is responsible for collecting user’s
requirements, expectations and preferences, and represents these requirements to architecture
layer. It analyses user’s request and create feature model for it that with user preferences will be
sent to architecture layer. Whenever user’s requirements changes, this layer analyses the
requirements again and updates feature model. So adaptability of this layer according to user’s
requirements is warranted. Finally this feature model sent to architecture layer.

2.2. Architecture Layer
This layer receives feature model from tasks layer and is responsible to select architecture model
which is the most suitable architecture model for imported feature model. As we know a Software
Product Line (SPL) isa families of software systems that share common functionality, but each
member also has variable functionality[2].Thus a service oriented product line always has
alternative architectures that fit to precise context state[10] and user’s requirements. We also
conform from this principle and offer for this layer a set of several architecture models, together
with an architecture manager. The architecture manager is responsible to determine whether the
current architecture model can perform requirements that are represented in feature model[7]. If
the current architecture model isn’t suitable for feature model, adaptation is repeated again and
the most suitable architecture model will be selected. This architecture model is the output of this
layer and it sent to services layer.
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Figure 1. 4-Layers architecture for runtime adaptation in service-based applications

2.3. Services layer
This layer receives architecture model from architecture layer. It consists of three units: Analyser
Unit, Service Discovery Unit and Selection Unit. The functionality of these units is described
below.
2.3.1 Analyser Unit
This unit gets the architecture model, analyses it and then creates a composite service model for it
which will be passed to service discovery unit.
2.3.2. Service Discovery Unit
This unit gets composite service model and has access to repository of web services. This unit for
each business service search for candidate services. This unit with information that is received
from repository for each service in composite service model identifies a set of web services that
can perform the respective service. Service discovery unit sends these set of web services with
respective QoS attributes to the third part which is named selection unit.
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2.3.3. Selection Unit
Based on proposed architecture
tecture our innovation is presented in Selection Unit. This unit receives
two inputs including aset
set of web services with their QOS attributes from service discovery unit
and user’s preferences which is received from architecture layer. It is responsible to selects the
most proper web service according to user’s preferences.
preferences
As we know,, context information islargely uncertain and vague, and using fuzzytheory into the
adaptation process would make theprocess more flexible and adaptive. So we use a Fuzzy
Evaluation System for evaluating web services in this unit. Our
ur serviceadaptation model aims at
formulating and designing apolicy for web service selection mechanism. This evaluation fuzzy
system takes as input a set of web services with theirQoS attributes from service discovery unit
and user preferences.
2.3.3.1. The Fuzzy Service Adaptation Process
The traditional fuzzy control process consists of three stages: fuzzification, reasoning by
inference engine,
ine, and defuzzification[11].
defuzzification
In the following paragraph we describe these stages
with more details.
2.3.3.2. Fuzzification
Infuzzification stage,, predefined membership functionsfor each linguistic variable are used to
determine the degree of membership of a crisp value for the linguisticvariable[11].We
We represent a
linguistic variable for each of context in formation by in this step.. Each linguistic variable
va
is
represented by a predefined application-related
application
membership function.
ent QOS attributes for this fuzzy
uzzy system. But we choose the most
Sure we can choose different
important QOS attributes namely Availability, Reliability and Performance for our discussion.
discussion.We
define 4 ranges for these attributes. These levels consist of: Poor, Average, Good and Very Good
which have numerical ranges. The definition of these ranges, that gets by consultations with
experts, shown in figure 2. User can selects one of the three levels for availability,
y, reliability and
performance. These 3 options are: Average, Good and Very Good. This set is the second input
parametersof fuzzyevaluation
evaluation system.
system

Figure 2. Definition of linguistic variables: (a) Availability, (b) Reliability and (c) Performance in
Evaluation Fuzzy System. Ranges defined by consultation with experts.

2.3.3.3. Reasoning by inference engine
By using the membership functions we translate the input context crisp value into a set of pairs,
each consisting of a linguistic value and a membership degree for that value[11]. T
The inference
engine refers to the predefined fuzzy rule base to derive the linguisticvalues for the intermediate
and output linguisticvariable. So we must discuss about Fuzzy rules for this system.
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We must add any composition of input variables to rules engine. As we said previously we have
three variables:: Availability, Reliability and Performance. So this engine rules has seven rules
3
3
3
(the composition of 3 variables is:
is:        7 ). The weights of these rules must be
3
2
1
different based on user preference
nces. The sum of rule’s weight is 1. The rule that is the most
adaptable with user’s preferences (the rule that in it
it, all variables have the same value as the
user’s preferences)has the highest weight and other rules have lower weight. Whereas, these rules
must select the best web service per user’s preferences, and user’s preferences
es aren’t static, these
rules aren’t static too. When user changes the value of the parameters(Availability,
Availability, Reliability and
Performance)rule’s parameters values
val
change consequently. So these rules aren’t static and aas
soon as user selects the value of his preferences, fuzzy rules will be updated automatically.
In Figure 3 fuzzy rules for case that user selects following quality levels are shown:


,
 

,   !

"

options:{(Availability=Good),
Figure 3.. Fuzzy rules in case that user selects these options:{(Availability=Good),
(Reliability=Good),(Performance=Average)}
(Reliability=Good),(Performance=Average)}.
Also in Figure 4 fuzzy rules for case that user selects following options are shown:
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Figure 4.Fuzzy
.Fuzzy rules in case that user selects these options:{(Availability=Good),
{(Availability=Good),
(Reliability=Good),(Performance=Average)}

2.3.3.4. Defuzzification
Finally this fuzzy evaluation system only has one output that we named it Fitness.
Fitness During the
inference process in fuzzy evaluation system each rule will be assigned a fitness degree that
indicating to what degree the web service is suitable for being used under the current context
situation and user preferences. Fuzzy evaluation system sums these fitness degreess together and
assigns it as fitness of this web service in output. So fitness specifies the adaptability of each web
service to user’s preferences. The
he output of fuzzy evaluation system is an array of numeric data,
that each of them specifies the adaptability of respective web service with user’s preferences.
After the fuzzy evaluation is done, the largest value of this array is respective to the most
adaptable web service with user preferences.
5
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In Figure 5decision
decision surface of fuzzy evaluation system for two cases is shown.

Figure 5.. The decision surface of fuzzy evaluation system for two cases: (a)When
hen user selects
Availability Good, Reliability Good".(b)When user selects Availability Average
Average,
Reliability Average"

As described in previous section, when user changes his preferences, rule’s parameters change
automatically and different web service selected the best web service. Figure 6 shows this subject.
   !
In this figure in (a) user selects
,
,
".In this case among 2500 web services a web service with index 656 is the winner of this
competition.. Also in (b) user selects 
, 
,   !
" and In this case among the same web services, a web service with index 360 is the
winner of this competition.

Figure 6. When
hen user changes his preferences
prefer
fuzzy evaluation system selects different web service as best
web service.

With this implementation, rules updated dynamically and in result per user’s preferences and web
services QoS attributes each time different web service selected as a best web serv
service. The
respective service provider is selected as the output of the selection unit and is responsible for
running service.
Finally, services layer makes necessary decisions and specifies that each of services in composite
service model must be performed with which service provider. Then it sends instructions to
runtime layer for executing the service.

2.4. Runtime Layer
This layer is responsible for monitoring runtime environment contexts and executing the services
with service providers that previous layer identified. It consists of system itself, together with its
operating environment (such as networks, communication links, service providers,
providers, et
etc). We
6
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considered feedback loop to update service repository based on provider’s run-time service
quality level.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
We implement these layers separately. Infrastructure currently supports suitable tools for
implementing Tasks Layer, Architecture Layer and Runtime Layer, so we only suggests suitable
tools for implementing these layers and focus on implementing Services Layer. Also, in Services
Layer, suitable tools exist for implementing, analysing and discovering units. So we only suggest
tools for implementing these parts and focus on implementing Selection Unit.
In the next section we first describe implementing of Tasks, Architecture and Runtime Layers
andthen focus on Services Layer and describe methods for implementing it.

3.1. Tasks Layer
As we discussed previously, this layer receives user’s request and create feature model for it. For
this layer we plan to take advantage of existing strategies for representing tasks. We can use tools
such as Business Modeller[12]from IBM Corporation for implementing it.

3.2. Architecture Layer
As we know, this layer receives features model from Tasks Layer, and create architecture model
from it. We can use products such as AcmeStudio [7, 13, 14]for implementing this layer.It makes
architectural model at runtime, namely if user’s requirements changes during runtime, it updates
architecture model without breakdown in representing service to user.

3.3. Runtime Layer
This layer is responsible for surveying runtime environment and sends information about it to
Services Layer. In other hand, it must monitors system’s runtime status. Things which must be
monitored consists of service providers and theirs runtime environment such as networks,
processors, I/O devices, network paths, etc.
We can use the existing tools which are used for monitoring. One of them is REMOS. It monitors
runtime environment such as networks, servers, etc[7, 15, 16]. After collecting data, these data
are analysed, the result is information about service provider’s QOS attributes that sent to
Services Layer with messages, the Repository updates itself with these information and hereby
Services Layer, know the status of each service provider.

3.4. Services Layer
3.4.1. Analysing Unit

This part receives architecture model and is responsible to create composite service model from
it. We can use methodologies such as SOMF for implementing this part. It can employ during
various stages of the software development life cycle[17, 18]. It provides a technologyindependent notation that encourages aholisticview of enterprise software entities, treated as
service-oriented assets, namely services[17, 18]. Also tools such as Web Sphere Business
Modeler from Oracle Corporation[19] can employed for implementing this unit.
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3.4.2. Discovery Unit
This part is responsible for identify web services that present a specific service. Many tools and
methods are introduced for this job. We can use one of these methods, such as Rondo
Rondo[20, 21]
Clio[22, 23], Coma[22, 24],, etc for implementing it.
it
3.4.3. Selection Unit
This part receives two inputs, a set of service providers with respective QOS attributes and a set
of user’s preferences.
es. This partselects
part
the most adaptable web service among a set of web
services according to user’s preferences,
preferenc and set it as output. We described the implementation of
this part previously.

4. EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the complexity of this approach, we have implemented this evaluation fuzzy
system in Matlab application on a windows machine with Pentium 4, 3GHz CPU
CPU and 3GB
memory. It was assume that each service has n candidate web service. Q shows the number of
quality attributes which we consider 3 quality attributes: Availability, Reliability and performance
and s is the number of atomic service in a composite service.
We obtain value of quality service attributes from dataset [25].. In this dataset amount of Q
QOS
parameters of some real services is measured. In order to use this dataset, we consider them as
candidate services for performing a task.
Figure7shows time of fuzzy evaluation when n, the number of candidate service increases
increase from 1
to 2500. In this graph q=3 and s=10. This graph approximately is linear but has few jumps. Thus
this Fuzzy system has O(n) complexity, with gradient 0.0002.

Figure7.Complexity
Complexity evaluation time per number of candidate services

Figure8 shows time of fuzzy evaluation when the number of atomic services increases in a
composite service. In this graph q=3 and n=2500. S, the number of atomic service in a composite
service increases from 1 to 50. This graph is a line with gradient about 0.045.
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Figure 8.. Complexity evaluation time per number of atomic service in a composite service

Figure9 shows the time of fuzzy evaluation when the number of QOS attributes changes. In this
graphs, s= 10 and we change n, the number of candidate service,
service from 1 to 2500. Then calculate
the evaluation timee when the number of QOS attributes is 1, 2, 3 and 4. Then measure the time of
evaluation and draw the evaluation time in graphs. As shown in figure9
figure the time of evaluation
approximately reduplicated for each increase in number of QoS attributes.
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Figure 9. Complexity evaluation time per number of QOS attributes

3. CONCLUSION
In this study we have suggested a 4-layers
layers approach for runtime adaptation for SBA systems. We
use fuzzy system to select best service provider according to user’s preferences
es in Services Layer
of this approach. It is a fully automatic and dynamic approach for service selection adaptation
according to user’s preferences and context’s
context data. We have studied this approach for evaluating
its complexity.The results show that this fuzzy system has enough capability to be implemented
implemented.
Since complexity of this system is O(n) with a small gradient,, it has enough efficiency for
selecting best service provider according to user’s preferences.
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